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Thrustmaster T.Flight Hotas X Black Flight Sim PC

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 2960703

Product name : T.Flight Hotas X

T.Flight Hotas X

Thrustmaster T.Flight Hotas X Black Flight Sim PC:

T.Flight Hotas X + Tom Clancy's Hawx™ PC
Ultra-realistic joystick + Air-combat game with innovative gameplay = guaranteed sensations!
Thrustmaster T.Flight Hotas X. Device type: Flight Sim, Gaming platforms supported: PC. Product colour:
Black. Weight: 2.17 kg. Compatible operating systems: Windows XP SP3/Vista SP1

Input device

Device type * Flight Sim
Gaming platforms supported * PC
Buttons quantity 12

Ergonomics

Product colour * Black

Weight & dimensions

Weight 2.17 kg

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 95049080

Other features

Compatible operating systems Windows XP SP3/Vista SP1
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